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OVERVIEW OF EMPLACE LITERACY PROJECT
Skills for Tomorrow, NOW

The Workplace Literacy Project resulted from a Department of
Education grant, plus in-kind contributions from a partnership with
General Motors Inland Fisher Guide Plant, Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, and St. Francis Medical Center. The project is an
attempt to find solutions to the growing "skills gap" in industry
today. More than 25 million Americans cannot read the front page
of a newspaper. In addition, workers whose average ages are
rising, must produce in a technological environment that may not
have existed when they began working. This lack of knowledge makes
it difficult to compete in a technologically changing workplace.
Moreover, an increasing number of immigrants have entered the
workforce with limited English communication skills. In response
to this growing need, the Federal government provided a grant to
Mercer County Community College and its partners to develop ways to
enrich and expand employees' basic workplace knowledge. The aim of
the project was also to improve the self-esteem of the
participants.

Support for the project was solicited from all levels of
company management and the unions. In addition, an advisory
council, comprising key management and employees from each company
determined the design, goals, and time-frame of the project. Each
company provided a liaison person from their site, and MCCC hired
a director to manage the program. Employee release time for
classes was site specific.

Participation in the program was voluntary. Information about
classes was disseminated through company letters, flyers: union
notices, notices included with paychecks, and open forums with
supervisors and employees.

The ABLE test was used for normative pre and post testing.
Other types of evaluations varied from course to course. MCCC
counselors met with each student to discuss present and future
educational objectives.

Courses were offered in reading, business writing, math,
science, and English as a Second Language. In addition, there were
workshops in problem solving, stress management, and other work
survival skills. The curricula for the courses were customized for
each worksite to be as job focused as possible.

It is our hope that this program will serve as a model for
other organizations to empower their employees with the ski11s
needed to succeed in the changing technological workplace, tod;,t;

and in the future.
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COURSE OUTLINE

BASIC LANGUAGE - INDUSTRIAL WORKPLACE

This course focuses on improving the reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills of line

workers.

OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:

o Read work related material with a greater level of understanding

o Write more effectively
o Communicate with co-workers and supervisors more effectively

o Use active listening techniques

TOPICAL OUTLINE
o Reading

-understanding the main idea
- literal comprehension
-drawing inference
- locating information
- skimming and scanning
-vocabulary developme.-4

o Writing
-development of meaning from word to whole work
-vocabulary development
- sentence structure
-paragraph
-descriptive writing
-compare/contrast
-outlining
- letter writing -- memo, complaint, appreciation, business
-grammar

o Speaking
-correcting simple speech faults
-effective use of tone, rate, eye contact, gesture

o Listening
-learning to *attend"
-comprehension
-following directions
-hearing the inference
-acknowledging with feedback



OTHER
o 75 hours

TEXTBOOKS

Berbich, Joan D. Lauah Your Way Through Grammar. Amsco Publications, Inc., New
York, 1990.
Brock, Susan L. Better Business Writing. Crisp, California, 1988.
Joffe, Irwin L. Opportunity for Skillful Readina, sixth edition. Wadsworth Publishing
Company, CaNfomia, 1991.
Reynolds, Marianne. Reading ..._Understanding; Wadsworth Publishing Company,
California, 1992.
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BASIC LANGUAGE

MERCER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

GM CURRICULUM

WEEK #1

SCHEDULE

Icebreaker act.ivit.y interview/introduce partner
Look over textbooks
Grammar pretest.
Introduce " Vocabulary Notebook"
Dictionary/ thesaurus work
Newspaper work
Reading Drills #1, #2 Readinq For Understanding
Writing a MEMO

410 WEEK #2 Listening act.ivit.y paper drawing
Vocabulary work word sleuthing
Grammar sentence construction
Reading exercise- Reading For Understanding
Reading SQ3R ( PQ3R ) Method - Opportunities For

Skillful Reading
Reading Drills #3, *4 - Readinq For Understanding
Writing a letter of complaint.

WEEK #3

WEEK #4

WEEK #5

Listening activity - O.Henry story
Vocabulary work - word sleuthing, words in context
Grammar - skills, paragraphing
Reading exercise- Readinq For Understanding
Reading d ills #E. Readinq For Understanding
Writing a letter of appreciation

Listening activity - 0. Henry story
Speaking activity - job description/ interview
Vocabulary work - check notebooks, word sleuth
Grammar - skills, paragraphing in whole work
Begin large paper ( ex. art. critique )

Outlining/ Mapping
Reading drills # 7, #8 - Reading For Understanding

Listening activity - 0. Henry story
Vocabulary final count in notebook
Grammar complete skills, posttest
ABLE posttest
Complete work on large written work
Reading drills #9, #10 Readina,Forjnderstandino
Writing - form for a business letter
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Writing

Writing Sample/ Icebreaker Activity

Objective: To begin course with sharing of information about self
To aid students in feeling comfortable with each other

Procedure: 1. Give directions Write three sentences about
yourself ( do not identify
yourself by name

Sentence #1

Sentence #2

Sentence #3

Describe yourself physically

Describe yourself categorically
( ex. married, parent, fisherman, etc.)

Describe yourself personally
( ex. fun-loving, happy, neat., etc.)

2. Instructor collects papers and reads descriptions
aloud. Students guess who each describes.

Outcome: Students become more comfortable with each other.
Instructor has an initial writing sample.
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Introductory Lesson
Basic Language Class

Objective: To determine the components of language to be studied
To increase awareness of the elements that contribute to

the term " language "
To share ideas about how language is used

Materials: Handout A
Laugh Your Way Through Grammar - Text

Procedure: As a whole group, ask for definitions of language

2. Brainstorm ideas on chart or board

3. Fill in the components on Handout A

4. Students keep for later, and constant, reference

Outcome: Students have a permanent record of those areas of language
hat will be explored. Class begins to realize that the language they

use is composed of various elements that can each be reenforced to
improve one's over use of language



COMPONENTS OF LANGUAGE

1. Reading

17. Wliting

III. Speaking

IV. LLstening
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7

"'Reading

Objective: Improving reading comprehension
Getting the main idea
Staying focused
Practicing literal comprehension

Materials: Readinn For Understanding - Text.
Chapter One " Uuided Reading Activities "

Opportunity For Fiki1lful Reading - Text.
Part IV Skill Five " Remembering What. You Read "

Procedure : ( 6 day activity )

1. Preview pages 1-4 in RPAding For Understanding
together

2. Read silently, then share answers to Selection I
3. Complete " Writing Exercise " and share paragraphs
4. Repeat procedure for Selections 2 and 3
S. Preview material.on pages 179-183 as small group

activity, each group reporting to the whole on
its subtopic ( Opportunity For Willful Reading )

6. Use the material to do Practice Exercises 1-3.

Outcome: Proceed slowly with the Guided Reading Activities to insure
that students are following the format..



READING 2 DAYS

C1 Comprehension

1. Basic Reading Comprehension

Handout Cl (9 pages)

2 Reading Article: "Parents: What Do You Owe Your
Children?"

Handout Cl (Page 3)

3 Vocabulary in Context

Comprehension Skills:

- Main Idea
- Fact from Opinion

Inference Skills

I



11 rAt-i.ading

Objective: Ti:' practice locating information

Materials: Opportunities. For Skillful P.mading - text
Part fy Skill 7

Procedure: 1. Preview introductory material together
( pages 227-229 )

2. Have small groups ( S groups ) work on a few of the
Practice Exercises

3. Each group reports back t.o the large group

Outcome: Students may begin to see possible ways t.o help themselves
retain information.
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Reading

The Newspaper 2 day activity

Locating Information, compare! contrast, vocabulary development., chart

and graph reading

Objectives: To discover and analyze differences among various news-
papers in the presentation of material

To discover levels of vocabulary used by various news-
papers

To be able to use graphs, charts, or tables in the news-
paper effectively

To use the newspaper as a source of new vocabulary words

411Materials: Classroom Dictionaries
A Variety of Daily Newspapers

suggested - The New York Times
The Wall Street. Journal
The Trentonian
The Star Ledger
The Trenton Times

P-ocedures: 1. Have various newspapers on display ( front page
e-xposed discuss differences in appearance

suggested questions - Which has more information?
Which has largest. print?
Which could be read quickly?
Is International news shown?
Are there sensational pic-

tures?
Do headlines " banner "

across?

2. Form small groups, one for each newspaper.
3. Each groups locates and notes page numbers of the

following ( as quickly as possible )

Editorial Television
Business Advice
Com i c s Classified
Obituary Education
( students may suggest others )

4. Have each group choose one news article, then note
the five " W's " Who?

What.?
When?
Where?

ji 3 Why?

S. Find the same news item in more than one newspaner



Small groups compare how the information my be
presented, or treated differently

6. In small group ( each with one newspaper ) have
students start with newspaper closed to exposse
front page - compete to locate the name of a tele-
vision show aired at 9:00 on Channel 2

Students return to front page, then compete to
locate ( will need to use Table of Contents ) the
page number for Editorials, aqaain for Classified,
and, again for Obituaries

7. Students work independently, or sharing copies of
the newspapers, to search for new vocabulary from
and sect -ion

Outcome: Students have become more aware that news will be presented
to them differently, depending on the newspaper they choose.
Students will see the newspaper as a possible source of
daily vocabulary building.

I
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READING

C4 Index Reading/Locating Information

Manual: Safety Instructions for Material Handling
(Yellow Booklet)

* See: Lesson Plan C4-A



111
READING

C4-31 Reading Lesson
(Manual Safety Instructions for Material Handling)
(Yellow Booklet)

Skills:

1. Index Reading: Main and Subtopics as listed and
locating information by page number

2. Comprehension of Operating Rules:

- Page 3: Of Walkie Type Power Trucks
- Page 12: Of Rider Type Powered Trucks

Page 25: Of Crane Operation

3. Interpretation of Illustrations Accompanied by
Instructions

Page 33-34: Standard Overhead Crane Signals
Page 35: Inspection of Wire Rope (Steel Cable)
Page 36: "Bird Caging Condition"

(also P. 30, Hooks)

4. Specific Vocabulary and Terms from Manual:

p. 1 Walkie Type Powered Truck
- Maximum Load Capacity
- Exceed

p. 2 - Horseplay
p. 3 - Substantial (shoes)

- Depressing the button designated for desired
direction

p. 4/20 Deemed attended
p. 6 Positioned in front of a stationary object or

solid barrier
p. 7/28 - Worn and displayed for verification
p. 10 - Overtaking and passing pedestrians
p. 11 - Precautionary signal
p. 13 - Descending grade
p. 14 - Explosive nature; ignited by sparks
p. 19 - Insuring that the combined weight...does not

exceed capacity
p. 20 - Immediate vicinity
p. 23 - Tampering with equipment
p. 25 - Hazardous condition
p. 27 - Hoist brake
p. 28 - Visually inspect
p. 41
p. 42 tl

p. 51 It



p. 29 - Excessive wear
p. 37 - Salvage storage building
p. 38 - Skidded and packaged
p. 39/48 In conjuction with and not intended to supersede
p. 40 Auxiliary vehicle
p. 44 - Tested before disbursement

Dispurse stencil ink
p. 46 - Rated bad capacity
p. 47 - Exposed area of body
p. 53 - Upright position to prevent debris from falling
p. 55 - Eruption during meltin
p. 56 - Work area adjacent

Gondola
p. 60 - Baling, baler
p. 61 Minimal tension applied

17



READING

C5 Index Reading

Manual: Maintenance Trades and Sanitation
(Green Booklet)

* See: Lesson Plan C5-A

I
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READING

C5 -A Reading Lesson
(Manual - Safety Suggestions for Maintenance Trades
and Sanitation, Including Welding and Cutting
Procedures)
(Green Booklet)

Skills:

1. Index Reading: Skimming and Scanning for safety rule
for a particular task.

2. Comprehension:

- Read Emergency Measures (pp. 40-45)

3. Specific Vocabulary and Terms from

Indication
Leakage
Fusible (plugs)
Canister Mask
Neutralizers
Precautions

Investigate
Unauthorized

Proficiency
- Salves

Induced

Manual:

Extensive
Vertical Plane

- Detected
Copious
Apparatus

Connrehension Check:

Questions:

1. What happens it a chlorine leak is not promptly
attended to?

2. Who should investigate a chlorine leak?

3. What should that person wear?

4. Why does gaseous chlorine lie close to the ground?

5. If a chlorine leak can
should be notified?

not be handled by GM people, who

6. What should be done to chlorine containers in the case
of a fire?

7. Why should water be applied to the chlorine container?

8. How do you stop a valve leak?

9. Fow should a leaking container of chlorine be handled?
Why?



I

10. List some items in the Emergency "B" kits?

11. What 4 items of safety should always be available for a
chlorine leak (for the workers)?

12. How should skin exposed to SO2 be handled?

13. What should you do if you swallow a poisonous gas?

14. When should an oxygen mask be applied?

15. Describe how a tank trailer should be unloaded?

'o



Reading

Objective: To learn and practice the PQ3R C SQ3R ) Method of
increasing comprehension

To be able to use a modified form of PQ3R for own
purposes

Materials: Opportunity For Skillful Reading - Text
Fart I

Handout 8
Newsweek Article " GM's Day of Reckoning "

"'Procedure: 1. Assign one letter of the Method ( PQ3R ) to small
groups CS)

2. Spokesperson for each group teaches/ reports to the
large group what process that letter represented

3. Distribute copies of Handout B as permanent reference
for students

4. Students use Newsweek article for practice with method

Outcome: In discussion of this method students quickly realize that
will most often use amodified form of it in their daily
reading.
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What does SQ3R
mean?

What does ' Survey'
mean?

What is meant by
' Question' ?

What does ' Read'
mean?

What is meant by
' Recite'?

What does ' Revise'
mean?

Survey, Question, Read, Recite and
Revise.

Turn all the pages in the chapter being
studied, see how long it is, and get a
general idea of the content.

Write down questions on each main
point in the chapter (as in the column
on the left here). Base the questions on
the main points, which can be deduced
from the subheadings or extracted by
skimming.

Read the chapter completely to answer
the questions. Note that reading is not
done first.

Answer the questions completely, either
orally to another person or in writing,
putting answers in your own words (as
in this column).

Some days later the material should be
revised, possibly by quickly re-reading
the chapter, and/or trying to answer
the questions, looking up all wrong or
partial answers.

22



111 READING

C6 Reading & Interpreting Descriptive Phrases

Manual: General Safety Rules (White Booklet)

* See: Lesson Plan C6-A
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READING

C6-A Reading Lesson
(Manual - General Safety Rules: Emergency Instructions
and First Aid Suggestions) (White Booklet)

Skills:

Overview of Index: Listing of emergency and first aid
equipment and procedures.

A. Descriptive Phrases: Find ones that

p. 1 - Describe Personal protective clothing
p. 2 Describe and Explain Safety glass

Hearing Protection
p. 3 Machine and Die Guards
p. 7 Stretches

Cold Packs
p. 8 Emergency showers

Respirators
p. 10 - Safety Blocks
p. 11 - Gloves

- Aprons

B.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

- Head Protection

Employee Responsibilites: Skim for Main Titles:

(Page
(Page
(Page
(Page
(Page

11)
12)
12)
12)
12)

Know the safe method
Do Not Block Exits
"Walk" aisles
Do Not Block Emergency Equipment
Never exceed rated load capacity

6. Authorization to use elevators
7. Eating lunch
8. Pedestal Grinders (Page 13)
9. Driving power vehicles (Page 14)

10. Scooters (Page 14)
11. Running (Page 14)
12. Climbing (Page 15)
13. Avoid Overhead dangers (Page 15)
14. Move hand trucks safely (Page 15)
15. Avoid distraction (Page 15)
16. Use safe tools (Page 16)
17. Horseplay (Page 16)
18. Lift safety (Page 16)
19. Walk, Don't Ride (Page 16)



20. Report Injuries (Page 16)
21. Smoking (Page 17)
22. Housekeeping (Page 17)
23. Welding flash (Page 17)
24. Compressed gas cylinders (Page 18)
25. Signs (Page 18)
26. Suggestion Program (Page 18)

Reading Comprehension: Read Fire Extinguishers (p. 19-20)

- Matching the type of extinguisher with the type of
fire.

Following Directions: First Aid (p. 21-24)

Sequence of Events to follow for:

Artificial respiration (p. 22).
Broken Neck or Back (p. 23)
Handling: Burns & Scalds, Convulsions, and
Heart Attacks (p. 23-24)

25
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READING 2 DAYS

C7 Literal Comprehension

Handout: "Two Sides of a Giant"
Handout: "GM Drives the Electric Car Closer To Reality"

* See: Lesson Plan C7-A (Page 1-2)
* See: Lesson Plan C7-B (Page 3)
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READING

C7-A Reading Lesson
(Handout: "Two Sides of a Giant", Time: Feb.19, 1990)

Vocabulary: (from Article)

- Multinational
Reorganizationing
Dismantling

- Centralizing
Decentralized

- Excess
- Horsepower

- Jarring
Restructurings

- Parochial
Poignant

- Stingy
- Massive

Comprehension:

1. How much of its market share did GM lose in the past
decade?

2. How many cars did GM build in 1989?

3. How do US and European branches of GM compare?

4. What are the two sides of GM?

5. To what is Europe's GM success owed?

6. What is the name of the GM Europe subcompact?

7. How many of them are sold per year?

8. What does the Vectra offer?

9. What rank in GM Europe in the European car market?

10. What are the similarities of American and European GM?

11. How were domestic cars changed?

12. What was a damaging change in GM in 1984?

13. What did Oldsmobile do?

14. How did the Vectra/Cavalier evolve?

15. How did GM allow sales people in different countries to
stay close to their customers?

16. What is Zurich's staff best known for?



is 17. Who are GM's competitors?

18. What do GM Europe's company's managers express serious
concern about?

19. What will the Japanese do?

20. Who is the likely candidate for Roger Smith's job?
Why?



READING

C7-B Reading Lesson
(Handout: "GM Drives the Electric Car Closer to
Reality", Business Week, May 14, 1990)

Vocabulary: (from Article)

- Promoted - Oddballs
- Skeptics - Environmentalism

Legislat Internal Combustion
- Engine - Asserts

Meager Inverters
- Dilemma Steep

Augment Capacitor

- Omissions
- Smog-choked

Consortium
Optimistic

- Aerodynamic
- Doldrums
- Proponent

Comprehension Check:

1. What kind of car did GM say it would produce?

2. What would it be made out of?

3. How fast would it go?

4. What is the demand for this kind of car?

5. Who else will produce electric cars by the year 2000?

6. What has Ford done since 1982?

7. How do inverters work?

8. Which is more costly; aluminum or steel?

9. How will the high cost affect the demand for such a
car?

10. What would solve the major problem?

11. What does Chrysler Corporation's experimental van use
as an energy source?

12. What happens to it in cold weather?

13. What kind of battery did Ford Motor Company use?

14. What plans does Isuzu Motors Inc., have?

15. List some advantages (as stated) of an electric car?



READING

C8 Inference Skills

Handout: Shirley Young: "Pushing GM's Humble Pie Strategy"
Handout: "All They Need is the Girl"

* See: Lesson Plan C8-A (Page 1-2)
* See: Lesson Plan C8-B
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READING

C8-B Reading Lesson
(Handout: "All They Need is the Girl", Forbes, Jan. 8,
1990)

Vocabulary: (from Article)

- Retooled - Unionized
Global Expansions

Comprehension Check:

1. What has Roger Smith done to the company's entire
manufacturing base?

2. What is a retooled factory?

3. How much did this cost?

4. What do critics say?

5. What are unionized factory workers in Tennessee trying?

6. What is happening to GM in Europe?

7. 1,;.lat iz the biggest part of GM's business?

8. What is the significance of the article's title?

9. What is all that GM needs now?

10. How can GM make big profits?

11. Why will the 1990's be cruel for automakers?

12. How will GM fare in the 1990's?



READING

C9 Inference & Drawing Conclusions

Handout: "The Right Stuff"

* See: Lesson Plan C9-A
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READING

C9-A Reading Lesson
(Handout: "The Right Stuff", Time: October 29, 1990)

Vocabulary:

Lauded
Niche
Hierarchical
Cavernous
Consensus
Dogged
Entrepreneurial

Comprehension Questions:

- Collegial
Adversarial
Alienating
Paradigm
Proliferating

- Tout
Zeal

Candor
Daunting
Unambiguous
Derogatory
Litany
Canny

1. What is the "grand. experiment in American
Manufacturing"?

2. According to the dean of MIT's Sloan School of
Management, what will Saturn's success prove?

3. What is the response by car critics to the new Saturn
car?

4. Whis IS Saturn so revolutionary for American industry?

5. "Most successful companies provide employees with a
sense of ownership, have few and flexible guidelines
and impose virtually no job-defining shop rules."
a. What is the relevance of this statement for Saturn?

Do you believe that this statement is true?
Explain.

b. What is the implication of this statement for other
operations at GM such as the ones you are involved
in?

6. What is "consensus decision making". What is the
Saturn philosophy in this area?

7. How does the Saturn work force differ from the general
GM work force population?

8. What is "lean production"?

9. What are some progressive manufacturing steps Saturn is
using?

r4 3



10. Explain the fear of "cannibalization" of other GM lines
by Saturn? Do you think this fear is substantiated?

11. According to the article, what is GM's most "dogged
problem"? Do you agree? Explain.

12. "Corporate America seems to be recognizing that making
the product right is as important as dreaming it up and
selling it." Do you agree with this statement?
Explain.



READING 2 DAYS

C10 Drawing Conclusions/Summarizing

Handout: "GM Aims for the Fast Lane"

* See: Lesson Plan C10-A

Manual: Safety Instructions for Tool Room Employees
(Grey Booklet)

* See: Lesson Plan C10-B

I
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READING

*C10-B Reading Lesson
(Manual: Tool Room Employees...) (Grey Booklet)

Skills:

Condensing Clarifying
Simplifying - Summarizing
Reading for Meaning of Procedures, Instructions

1. Read: Lockout Procedures a-d. (Pages 1-3)
Safety Bocks a-d ,,

Padlocks a-c ,,

In 10 words or less rewrite the procedure to capture
meaning.

2. Read: Radial Drill Operations and Drill Press
Operations

1-12 (Pages 5-6)

In 10 words or less rewrite the procedure to capture
meaning.

3. Read: Heat Treater and Hardner (Pages 12-14)

In paragraph form with 5-6 sentences, summarize
introductory paragraph, devices, and operational
instructions, making sure to include all important
information.
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READING

C10-A Reading Lesson
(Handout: "GM Aims for the Fast Lane", Newsweek:
October 22, 1990)

Vocabulary: (from Article)

- Consummate
- Unrelenting
- Surge

Comprehension Questions:

1. What is the price range for the Saturn line?

2. According to the article, what event may be responsible
for making small, energy-effecient cars popular again?
Will this benefit GM? Why/Why not.

3. What is unique about the advertising campaign for
Saturn?

4. Why do some feel that Stempel will do a better job as
chairman than Smith did?

5. What is meant by "the team Stempel has assembled is made
in his own image?

6. What is the "voluntary-restraint agreement" the Japanese
automakers made with the US? What is the result?

7. What are some of the problems GM is encountering in
facing the Japanese competition? What are some
solutions to these problems? Do you think these
problems are correctly identified? Are there others
that aren't identified in the article? Are the
solutions offered reasonable? Why/Why not?



READING

C11 Reading Strategies

1. Predicting Outcomes

2. Brainstorming about topic

3. Accessing prior knowledge

4. SQ 3 R

- Survey
- Question

Read
Review
Remember

Handout: "The UAW Veers Closer to Reality"

* See: Lesson Plan Cul-A
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READING

Cul-A Reading Lesson
(Handout: "The UAW Veers Closer to Reality", Oct. 1.
1990)

vocabulary: (from Article)

- Haggard
Dismal

- Unscathed

Comprehension Questions:

1. What is the dismal reality that UAW President Owen
Bieber, recognized?

2. What is the "steep price" that GM has paid for labor
peace and the right to down-size?

3. What are the program that will increse spending from 1.3
billion to 4+ billion at GM?

4. What evidence in the article supports the claim that the
individual worker is protected? Do you agree or
disagree with this conclusion? Explain.

5. "The UAW soon may find itself in the same book as the
steel-workers, the rubber worker, and other once larger
induEtrial unions: smaller, with declining power and
prestige." Do you agree or disagree with this
statement? Explain.



READING

C12 Key Words/Diagram/Illustration Interpretation

Manual: Safety Instructions for Production Equipment
(Blue Booklet)

* See: Lesson Plan Cl2 -A

,;0



READING

C12-A Record Lesson
(Manual: Safety Instructions for Production
Equipment)
(Blue Booklet)

Skills:

Identifying key words and phrases in reading
instructions, procedures, requirements
Reading diagrams and locating information and directions
from diagrams

1. need pages 12-16 "Die Cast Machine Operation"

Underline key words
- Return to text, reconstruct meaning by reviewing key

words

2. Read pages 25-35 "Safety Manual for Paint Spraying"

- Underline key words
Return to text, reconstruct meaning by reviewing key
words

3. List Key words from Die Cast

4. List Key words from Paint Spraying...

5. In a few sentences, write gist of passage 12-16

6. Diagrams:

- Pp. 7,11,99,109-114.

25-35



READING

C13 Glosary Skills

Manual: Safety Instruction for Jobsetters (Pages 53-60)

* See: Lesson Plan C13-A

42



411 READING

C13-A Reading Lesson
(Manual: Safety Instruction for Jobsetters)

Skills:

Skimming and Scanning
Reading and Glossary
Quickly reding instructions, procedures, policies for
general understanding

1. Scan pages 1-7 "Policy", "Reponsibilities fo a
Jobsetter", "Standards for Presses, Guards, and Press
Operations" in 5 min.

Orally present information retained

Reinforce Skim & Scan Skills

2. Scan pages 24-27 "Common Errors in Die Set-Up" in 5
min.

Orally present information retained

3. Scan pages 45-49 "Safety Instructions for Die Cast
Jobsetters", in 5 min.

Orally present information retained

Glossary: Pages 53-60

Comprehension Questions:

1. What is the male part of a die called?

2. What is the female part of a die called?

3. What is a slug?

4. What is the difference between a blank die and a cam
die?

5. What is the difference between push, pull, and roll
feeding?

6. Where is lubricant applied during press work?

7. When would you use a shim?



Reading

Objective: To illustrate, visually, that the purpose of skimming
is to quickly find the most important ideas within
printed material

Materials: Handout C

Procedure: 1. Students find definition of skim in the dictionary

2. Discuss reasons ( need ) for skimming

3. Have students " read " Handout

4. Share important ideas from material, and what less
important material might have been left out

Outcome: Students should be able to name a few instances in their own
experiences where they might need to skim.



READING 2 DAYS

Si Skimming & ScanningJScanning for Information

Handout: Si, Pages 1-6

1. Introduction of skills:

- Study Reading
- Rapid Reading
- Skimming
- Scanning

2. Factors in the Reading:

Reading for Purpose
- Vocabulary knowledge of reader
- Rate of comprehension skills

Recognition of author's organization
(subject, main ideas, support)
Familiarity with subject you're reading

- Phrase reading (grouping words into meaningful
phrases)

45



READING 2 DAYS

S2 Graphic PresentationjScanninq for Information

Handout: S2 Pages 1-5
S2 Pages 6-11

I



III READING

53 Skimming and Scanning /Integration of ALL Reading Skills

* See: Handout S3 Page 1-8

Le 4



Writing

Objectives: To determine and understand the elements that make up
effective writing

To appreciate how those elements are related

To understand that those elements can be reenfc'rced,
individually, to improve one's overall writing

Materials: Handout Va " How Does Meaning Progress?"

41,Procedure: 1. Have students determine which element is the smallest
unit to carry meaning? ( the word )

2. Beginning with the column entitled " word " list
( on chart or board ) those subelements that
belong in each column
e : : <. Word : vocabulary, spelling, definition, etc.

3. Continue until all column are filled C see
suggested items on completed copy W2

4. Students retain their copy for future and constant
reference

4111 Outcome: Students begin to see that they can build up their writing
skills by first improving on each element within.
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Writing

Objective: Ti:' assess the students' need for reenforcement of
individual areas of grammar

To introduce/ reiterate those elements that constitute
English grammar

Materials: Laugh Your Way Through Grammar - text.

Grammar Pretest/Posttest - Form A
Grammar Pretest/Posttest Form B

Procedure: 1. Students read silently " To The Student " intro-
ductory material in the text

2. Small groups ( 4 ) choose from Sections II, III, IV and
V. Each discusses their section

3. Each group tells large group what elements were in
their section

4. Administer Pretest. ( Form A or Form B )

S. Administer Posttest ( same form as step 4 ) at end of
session

Outcome: Scoring of pretest will indicate those elements needing
reenforcement.



Writing Grammar Parts of Speech

Objectives: To review the names and definitions of all parts of
speech

To understand the function(s) of each part of speech
To appreciate how various parts of speech are used
effectively to improve writing ability

Materials: Laugh Your Way Through Grammar - text pages 55 and
pages 83 152

Procedure: 1. Students read pare SS of Laugh... text

. Students form eight. groups one to study each
part of speech

3. Each group presents to the large group the
definition and uses for their part of speech

Outcome:

4. Each group constructs a quiz for everyone on their
part of speech

A workino knowledge of the names of parts of speech is
useful when striving to improve grammar for writing and
speaking.

tt-14

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Writing Grammar/ Punctuation ( 3 days of activities )

Objectives: To review and reinforce rules of punctuation
To develop better punctuation in writing

Materials: Laugh Your Way Through Grammar - text. pages 203-218
Handout P-1
Better Business Writing - text pages 10-13
an out P-2

Procedures: 1. Form four groups and assign the following marks
of punctuation t.o each

I. period, question mark, semicolon
II. colon, comma
III. quotation mark, apostrophe, dash
IV. parentheses, exclamation point, hyphen,

underlining

2. Each group meets to study appropriate section in
Lauah... text

3. Each group prepares a small presentation to the
large group showing how their assigned marks are
used ( suggestions - charts, chalkboard ex-
amples, flip charts, etc. )

4. Students work independently on Handout P-2

S. Students form pairs t.o mark the punctuation of
Handout P-2

6. Students form four groups to present to the large
group, the information on pages 11-12 in Better

Business Writing, each choosing one mark of
puncUation.

. Present to large group prior to writing assignments
of types of letters, memos, etc. used in
business

S. Students use page 13 in Better Business Writing for
additional practice, sharing answers with group

9. Additional practice exercises are located in
'Laugh,... text on pages 12, 29, 30, and 48

10. Handout. P-1 is to be kept by students for personal
reference

Outcome: Punctuation practice makes perfect! ! ! Reviewing the rules
helps.



Writing Grammar - Sentence Structure ( 3-4 days of activities )

Objectives: To review rules of constructing a grammatically correct.
sentence

To recognize grammatically incorrect. sentences

Materials: Laugh Your Way Through Grammar t.ext pages ES -SO
Handout.

Procedure: 1. Using Practice Session #2 in Lau.ah ... text,
si.,Idents form teams and compete for number of
correct. answers

2. Students discuss four types of sentences C declar-
ative, interrogative, imperative and exclamatory )

3. Students write samples of each, pass around to
another, who must check it and add another type
to that paper

4. Continue passing until each sheet of paper has one
example of each type

Students form small groups and each presents to class
one kind of sentence structure error C see
Laugh... t.ext. pages 69-73

6. Large group discusses Handout. SS-1 C instructor can
add on more elements at this time )

7. More practice exercises can be found in Laugh text
on pages 21, and 39

Outcome: A lighter approach to practice in forming grammatically
correct sentences.



Writinq

Objective: To practice the following usage forms of English

Gerund
Articles
For,Since
Already, Yet
Also, Too, Either
Any, Some
Would Rather
Had Better
Negative Auxilliary Verbs
It., There
Supposed to
Used to
Negative Contractions
Word Order

Materials: Handouts G 1 - G 10

Procedure: 1. Use individual handouts for short lesson in that
particular construction, or

2. Include any of the handouts in a homework packet
( see " Homework, opt. section)

Outcome: Students aye refreshed in the use of language elements used
constantly, but not necessarily correctly



Writing

Vocabulary Building S days ( notebook throughout session )

Objective: To introduce the concept of vocabulary building as a means
to better understand printed material
To introduce a method of vocabulary building

Materials: Time Magazine article ( Feb. 3, 1992 )

" Blame It On Japan " V 18, V 19
Handout V 1

Notebooks

Procedure: 1. Students read article " Blame It On Japan .

2. Students attempt to define circled words

3. Using classroom dictionaries, words are defined and
the meanings shared.

4. Discuss the difference in understanding of content when
those words are understood

S. Discuss need for a good vocabulary, and share possible
ways to build one

G. Distribute Handout. V 1; have students read silently

7. Students enter words from article in notebook

Outcome: Students have begun a process that continues tnroughout the
session, and hopefully throughout life.

r;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



VOCABULARY BUILDING

These (Lae many teasons Son entaaging and mptuving uuk vocabutakies.
Language scientists have shown, .through tepeated testing, that a peson's
vocabutaay can be a measure oi his/het position in tiSe. Biggek vocabutaay

can be aetated to highet achievement. Knowing a 9/teat many wends, being
abte to undeastand them and use them eSSectivety in speech and waiting, 414

essentiae to duCCe44.

UnSoktunatety, many oS us 4adom acquike new woads in out
vocabutaties aStek the age oS twenty, when our 6chout days ate ove/. This
does not mean, however., that our ebcoat shoutd stop. We can sttive to
impaove; we can buitd a tatgek vocabutaky, LS we but toy.

The Ametican psychotogist Wittiam James devised a system Whereby
anyone can buLZd theit vocabutaty.*This system 4.6 based on caeating a habit
c6 daibeaatety buitding your vocabutaay, daity, i S pussibte. This habit
411witt wcah to buitd a betters vocabutaty Sak bettek than the occassLonat e6iioat.

The system consists oS the Soetowing steps:

1. Begin the habit wilh a stong putpose- the best one being
a mote aewaading Zi6e.

2. Tty not to ()teak the habit attempt .to Sind even just a
Sew minutes pet day.

3. Statt at the Sikst avaitabte oppoatunity, and .try to enjoy
the activity untit it becomes a 6avotite.

4. Keep a notebook.

Th1 R,f.adek's Digest " 21 Days To A Biggot Vocabutalty "

r; 9
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Writing

Objectives: To develop the habit of vocabulary building

Materials: Notepad, notebook, memo pad ( any type )

Dictionary
Thesaurus
Various sources for new words ( books, magazines,

newspapers, labels, etc. )

Procedure: 1. Student identifies a notebook C notepad, memo book
etc. ) as a " vocabulary " notebook

OUtCOMe:

2. Notebook is begun with this lesson, then kept
available for ready use throughout the session

Student chooses a source, or group decides on one
together, then begins to look for words fitting
any of these categories: previously unknown word

difficult spelling
uncertain definition
very interesting

4. Student enters the word ( putting the date on each
new page ) and doublechecks the spelling

S. After a designated number of words have been found
( instructor or class can decide on the i.otal

number, ) student begins to lock up the
meanings of each new word.

t.. If time permits, words can be used in a sentence

Students begin to realize how many words they encounter
daily that can become a part of their vocabulary through
this habit..

'0



Writing

Vocabulary Building - Word Sleuthing ( daily activity )

Ojective: To stimulat7. students to search for new words in ordinary
printed sources

To reinforce the habit of recording words in notebook
To develop method: DWL

D - Don't know it?
W Write it down
L - Look it up

Materials: Vocabulary notebook ( students each have their own )
Sources of words ( books, magazines, newspapers, etc.)
Classroom dictionaries

Procedure: 1. In groups, or independently, students sleuth ( search
for ) new and/or interesting words

2. Words are looked up in dictionaries

3. Words are used in sentences

Outcome: Checking notebooks on a weekly basis reveals many new words
accummulated.



Writing

Vocabulary Building - The Dictionary

Objectives: To realize the importance of the dictionary to successful
vocabulary building

To analyze the content of a dictionary
To appreciate the special helpt C information ) the

dictionary can provide

Materials: Classroom dictionaries
Handout V 2

Procedure: 1. Distribute classroom dictionaries, allowing time for
students to examine

2. Distribute V 2 and discuss
3. Students work on questions independently
4. Share answers

Outcome: Students become more familiar with the types of information
. contained in the dictionary. They begin to feel more

comfortable using it..



THE DICTIONARY IS A TOOL

(Uniting and speaking ate 6onm4 oS communLcation. They ate the

moat el56ective when laean and concise. This is why .the wniten, on
speaken, must 4taive Sot .the most eli6ective U4e. uS Language. They shoutd
be p/tecise, Sinding the exact exptession on wond .to convey the desined

meaning. FO4 this, the dietionany is indipenste.

The dictionany is also a tAeastoty .64 used Son wond buieding. It

wile tepay you a thousand-tiotd Son yours excunsions thtough it. Wo4d6 ate

keys to ideas and undekstandings that can uneock doons Son you.

(14e a good dictiormay to answet .the SoeCowing:

1. What inSonmation about a wand does an eitt-:1/ give?

411
2. What others 'Apeciat haps' might a good dicti.oimAy give?

3. How do you Locate a wond 4.6 you canuot speCt

, 3
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Writing

Vocabulary Building The Dictionary

Objectives: To practice locating information in a dictionary entry
To understand how information is presented in an

entry

Materials: Classroom dictionaries
Handout V 3

Procedure: 1. Distribute Handout. V 3
2. Students work independently, or in groups of two on

the exercise
3. Share answers

Outcome: Students feel a greater confidence in understanding the
entry material.



VOCABULARY BUILDING Dictionaxy Exexcise #1.

tbse the dictionaty to icitt in acto6a the co.eun4 40,1 each wo.td.

WORD NUMBER OF
i

PLURAL

SYLLABLES

NUMBER OF ETYMOLOGY
MEANINGS.

SAVAGE
1

NADIR

MUSTANG

GOVERNMENT

DIRNDL

QUARRY

PROFESSION

ABBR.

113



Writing

Vocabulary Building - Dictionary Fun

Objective: To practice using the dictionary to discover meanings
of unfamiliar words.

To appreciate how the type of word used can change
people's perception of what is actually expressed.

Materials: Classroom dictionaries
Handout V 17

Procedure: 1. Read #1. on Handout. 17 aloud

2. Students attempt to determine the meaning of the
expression.

S. Distribute copies of Handout. 17 and complete
independently, or in pairs.

4. Students use dictionaries to discover meanings for
unfamiliar words

S. Students substitute in other meanings until each
expression is " decoded."

Outcome: Students realize that the use of various vocabulary changes
the manner in which language is perceived.

66



Writing

Vocabulary Building The Thesaurus

Objective: To familiarize students with the thesaurus
To practice using Roget's Thesaurus (non-dictionary
form)

Materials: Classroom dictionaries ( if necessary )
Copies of Roget's Thesa.Jrus
Handout V 7

Procedure: 1. Allow time for students to examine thesaurus

2. Discuss/ elicit reasons for needing/using a thesaurus

111
2. Distribute Handout V 7 and read

4. Students work on exercises to find synonyms and
antonyms

S. Share answers

Outcome: The thesaurus becomes " user friendly."



THE THESAURUS

411
The thesauaus is a book composed o6 aynonys ( wands with the name.

.meaning ) and antonyms ( wotda with opposite meanLngs.) It is neaaey the

opposite o6 a dictionaky in that you atAeady have the meaning but need the

connect wokd to exptesa it. A thesau4u4 i4 an invatuabee aeiietenee SOLIACC

lion .the Ottowing:

to avoid Itepetition

.to Soamatize a piece o6 waiting

to Aind the exact woad in mind

to newt the wnitet .to othea 4etated words

III-

In the exeaciae that 6ottow4, we wat be (Laing Roaet's Pocket The4acctus
ccopyLight 1946: Pocket Books, Simon g Schuate, Inctr
Thene ate °then types avaitabte that ane oftgani.zed in dietiona-Ly 601m.

I. Ex. The Index begins on page 309. Look up the ently Aol 'cote.'

TuAn .to #383 examptea o6 the team in its Citeltat SCH6e.

11. TuAn .to and atudy the Tabte o6 Contents, the Pt.an of Ctas4.i4Lcation
and the Tabutaa Synopais oi Categoaies.

Ill. To Aind a synonym on antonym, took in the Index 404 the weld.

To hind an -idea, te4et to any aetated woad in the Index and eheeiz

the other woada.

lo bind an app4op4iate new wond OA idea on a subject, tfon to
a tetated woad on .to the Tabutaa Synopsis o6 Catego.ties.

IV. FOA ptiactice with the Thesauaua Bind the 6oCeowing:

Syncnyma Antonyms

knoweedge CSUHallee

butwokk lioagiveness

eaAthey good

eatent destauetion

cecagy di66icuety

, 8
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Writing

Vocabulary Building -The Thesaurus

Objective: To practice using Roget.'s Thesaurus
To appreciate the use of synonyms to achieve precise

meaning

Materials: Copies of Roget's Thesaurus
Handout V 8

Procedure: 1. Display the following example sentences.

He marked the jar.
He labelled the jar.
He stamped the jar.
He decorated the jar.

2. Have students locate the word " mark" in the thesaurus

3. Discuss the slight differences in meaning when the
synonyms for " marked " are used

4. Distribute Handout V 8 and discuss directions

S. Students complete and share answers

Outcome: Students learn to use the thesaurus to show subtler shades
of meaning.



Writing

Vocabulary - Homonyms

Objective: To understand what homonyms are
To practice using some common homonyms

Procedure: 1. Put the following sentences on the board or chart.

The heir to the fortune inherited everything
The air in springtime is sweet and clean.

2. Students locate homonyms and define them each

3. Divide class into two groups

4. Each group does half of exercise I and II

S. Share answers

Outcome: Homonyms often trip people up. Being aware of them helps.



Writing

Vocabulary Practice

Materials: Handouts V 11, V 12, 16
Classroom Dictionaries
Thesaurus

Procedure: 1. Use Handouts V11, V 12, and V16 as additional
practice in encountering words

or

2. Include Handouts in a homework packet. C see
Homework , opt.)

Outcome: Students are amused, while encountering new vocabulary.



Writing

Vocabulary - The Euphemism

Objective: To understand the term " euphemism "
To understand why euphemisms are used
To practice using them

Materials: Handouts V 14,15

Procedure: 1. Distribute Handouts V 14,15

Students read silently first two paragraphs

3. Do section I aloud, together

4. Students do section II independently, then share

S. Do section III aloud, together

6. Students do section IV independently, then share

Outcome: Students have heightened awareness of the occasional need
for softness of expression.



READING

VI Vocabulary in Context

Context & Analogy Clues

Handout Vi (3 pages)
Handout V2 (6 pages)
Handout V3 (1 page)

2 DAYS

Work Related Words and Terms
(Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs) -- Workers use words in

context to give others their meanings

Pretest: 23 words in context -- students write the meanings of
isolated words before seeing them in context (from Handout Vi)

Posttest: meanings of words in sentence context

Vocabulary in paragraph context
Car Caravan (Handout V3) description of a car/names



Writing

Vocabulary Building - Word Analysis

Objective: To learn riots, prefixes, ans suffixes as a means of
increasing vocabulary
To learn roots, prefixes and suffixes to aid in deter-
mining meanings of unfamiliar words

Materials: Opportunity For Skillful Reading - text
Handout V 4

Procedure: 1. Students " teach " a partner student the roots,
prefixes and suffixes found on pages 72 -74 of
Opportunity For Skillful Reading

2. Students " quiz " their partners on the meanings and
spellings

3. Partners meet again, reversing roles, to reinforce

4. Students read Handout V 4

S. Students find a second ( third, etc. ) example word
for each prefix

Outcome: Students realize that knowing meanings of basic roots,
prefixes and suffixes increases their ability to under-
stand unfamiliar words

r+4



Writing

Spelling Practice The Competition ( 4 weeks/ once per week )

Objective: To practice 100 commonly misspelled words

Materials: Handout. V S

Procedure: 1. Distribute copies of Handout V S

2. Allow time for students to read and study words

3. Divide class into 4 teams assign 25 words each

4. Competition instructor asks for spelling of word
from each team, awarding one point for each
correct response

S. Highest score after all 25 wins!!!

6. Rotate words three times with each team

Outcome: Commonly misspelled words will not. be.



100 COMMONLY

accommodate

achievement
acquire
among

apparent
argument
arguing
athletics
belief
believe
beneficial
benefited
bureau
business
category
comparative
conscious
controversial
definitely
definition
define
describe
description
despair
disastrous
effect
embarrass
environment
exaggerate
existence
existent
experience
explanation

MISSPELLED WORDS

February
height
immediately

interest
its, it's
led
lose
losing
marriage
mere

necessary
occasion
occurred
occurring
occurrence
opinion
opportunity
parallel
particular
performance
personnel, personal
possession
possible
practical
precede
prejudice
prepare
prevalent
principle
privilege
probably
proceed
procedure

profession
proMinent
pursue
quiet
receive
receiving
recommend
referring
remember
repetition
rhythm
sense
separate
separation
similar
studying
succeed
succession
surprise
technique
then, than
their, they're, there
thorough
to, too, two
tomorrow

transferred
unnecessary
villain
write
writing

VS



Writing

Objectives: To develop additional vocabulary words

To improve spelling

Materials: Handouts G 12 - GlS

Procedure: 1. Use handouts as short lessons for accumulating new
vocabulary words, having students do Exercises A and
B, then quiz each other on the spelling of the words
or,

2. Include as part of a homework packet ( see Homework,
opt. section)



S

PREFIX MEANING ENGLISH WORD

ab-, a-, abs- away, from abstain
ad- to, toward adjacent
ante- before antecedent
anti- against antidote
bi- two bisect
circum - around circumlocution
cata-, cat-, cath- down cataclysm
cOnt ra- against contrary
de- down, from decline
di- twice diatonic
dis-, di- apart, away dissolve
epi-, ep-, eph- upon, among epidemic
ex-, e- out of, from extricate
hyper- beyond, over hyperactive
hypo- under, down, less hypodermic
in- in, into instill
inter- among, between intercede
in tra- within intramural
meta-, met- beyond, along with metaphysics
mono- one monolith
non- no, not nonsense
ob - against obstruct
pars -, par- beside parallel
per- through permeate
pre- before prehistoric
pro- before project
super- above superior
tele-, tel- across television
trans- far transpose
ultra- beyond ultraviolet



Writino The Paragraph ( 2-3 Day Activities )

Objectives: To appreciate that the well- composed paragraph is basic
t.o good writing

To review types of paragraphs
To practice developing good paragraphs
To be able to revise a paragraph

Materials: Handouts P -1 , P-2, P-3, P-4, P-S

Procedure: 1. Discuss how and why written material is organized into
paragraphs ( What would written communication be
like without them? )

2. Refer back to Handout. W-1 " How Meaning Progresses "
and where the paragraph fits into the progression

Form six small groups

4. Using Handout. P -1 , each group chooses a type of para-
graph and writes a sample of it, collectively

R. Share each sample with class and critique

6. Students work independently, using Handouts P-1 and
P-2, t.o develop a paragraph
Suggestion: students make up topic sentence,

students then create details (6tample,
illustration, comparisons, etc. )

Students add final, transitional
sentence as if t.o proceed t.o next
paragraph

7. Students read Handout. P-2 silently and check their
paragraph

Students form pairs, or very small groups, to work
on revising their paragraphs, using P-land P-2 as
guides

Outcome: It is emphasized that the well-written paragraph is basic to
composition, and the composing of one requires a breaking
down of the elements to strengthen the whole.
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BASIC LANGUAGE / PARAGRAPH

The paAapaph is a group 06 related sentences that the WAitVA 0(2.0nt6
as a unit in the development of his /hen subject. It usuarty set 04(1 by
-indentations, but also stAikes the mind as a unit because o6 the .lefat.in-
-ship among the statements it contains. A paltagAa0 A6 CO6idekCd a stage
in the 6.eow 06 the writer's thought. PaAapaphs can sepakate, as wen az
Join. The importance of the paAapaph to wniting can best be exwiersed by
.the. hollowing quote by C.S. Baldwin:

" Anyone who can wAite a good paAagnaph can wAite a good papc!L. "

'Types o6 pakagAaphs are:

1. Expository pAogAammatic, tnansitionat 04, 6umin0A.Z;Hcf

2. NaAAative zhowng events time wideA

3. Descriptive a detailed picture o4 Lorne object on pl'ace,
giving a comptete pl.csentaton aecu:Lacy aod
compactness

4. Process showing sequence

5. PeAsuasive - asseAting a point 06 v.iew

6. CompaAe/ContAast relating mateiae po.int by pciut

Devetopment 06 a paAagAaph includes:

IntAvduction/ Topic sentence

Body details, explanations, itt'ustAaions, examptes, eogicaC
patterns, comparisons, contAasts, cause/e66eet, deduction
induction, deliinition

TAcinsitionat'PhAases

(optinat.) RecutAent Tenors

Revision o6 paAagAaph .includes:

Lack 06 focus
Undeveloped geneAatities
Inctusion 06 undeveloped afiteAthoughts
Repetition oi po.int afkeady made cfcaiL
Lack 06 unity in presentation cA detaas ( ,iambtinci .)

o

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

P1



Writing Transitional Sentences Between Paragraphs

Objectives: Ti:' recognize transitions
To complete a paragraph with a transitional sentence
To begin new paragraph based on previous transition

Materials: Classroom dictionaries
Handout P-4

1. Students choose a subject. ( e : : <. vacations, or children,

cars, etc. )

2. Students for groups of no more than four
3. Each groups begins writing about the topic, with one

introductory sentence
4. Pass papers around, next groups must add supporting

details
S. Pass again, this time adding supporting detail of a

different type, if possible, or more of the same
( still within same paragraph )

6. Pass again, this time the group must make a transit-
ional sentence

7. Pass again, the new groups beginning a new paragraph,
based on the prior transition

S. Continue passing until the subject has been reasonably
covered

9. Read essays aloud and critique

Outcome: Fun way to practice transitions, and develop paragraphs.

C.



Writing Outlining For Paragraph Writing

Objective: To recognize the elements of a paragraph
To break those elements down to outline form
To identify types of paragraphs

Materials: Handouts P-1 and F' -S

Procedure: 1 Students form pairs, or very small groups, and review
Handout P-1

2. Students analyze P-S " My Job in an Apple Plant. " for
the following:

find, or paraphrase, topic sentences
list supporting detail beneath each
find transitional sentences
tell what type each of the five paragraphs
tell why this paragraph does not need
revision

3. Students put. Handout. P-S in outline form using the
following format. ( instructor displays on chart or
board )

Main Idea Title

I. Topic sentence paragraph #1
A. supporting detail
B. supporting detail, etc.

II. Topic sentence paragraph #2
A. supporting detail
B. supporting detail, etc.

IV. Topic sentence paragraph #3
A. supporting detail
B. supporting detail, etc.

V. Topic sentence
A. supporting detail
B. supporting detail, etc.

4. Share outlines and critique

Outccime: Practice in both out lining and paragraph development helps



UNIT V: PARAGRAPH WRITING (8 DAY UNIT)

P1 - Compare and Contrast Paragraph
P2 Explanatory Paragraph
P3 - Procedure Process Paragraph
P4 Persuasive Paragraph

Incorporate grammar and 'cheater spelling list'
Give 'rules' -- 2 syllable words, etc.

E 3



WRITING DAY 17, 18

P1 Paragraph Writing (2 day activity)

1. Write a Compare & Contrast Paragraph

I. Topic Statement

- Point by Point
- One side at a time

- Related to Previous Article: Gasoline vs. Electric
(Handout N3)

64
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WRITING DAY 19, 20

P2 Writing an Explanatory Paragraph (2 day activity)

I. Topic Sentence -

- Key words of explanation (adverbs - because,
when ...)

- Workers choose topic (related to job task)
- Write explanation of job place or problem
- Read aloud to another
- Switch papers

C,5
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WRITING DAY 21 22

P3 Writing a Procedure or Process Paragraph (Sequence)

I. Topic Sentence

II. Transitional words

- First, second,..., next,..., furthermore...

1. Workers write a simple procedure of job task

2. Read aloud, see if others can follow and repeat

Handouts: P3 (2 pages) Writing an Explanation in Sequence

6
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WRITING DAY 23, 24

P4 Persuasive Paragraph

I. Topic Sentence with Point of View

II. Three-Five specific details to support topic sentence

(why)

III. Conclusion of Paragraph

1. Skills:

- Persuasive words (efficient, beneficial,
encouragement...)

2. Write a persuasive paragraph explaining some plan for
improvement at GM

7



Writing Description

Objectives: Writing accurate descriptions
Following directions

Materials: Stapler

Procedure: 1. Discuss the importance of being accurate when you
describe something, especially on the job

2. Display stapler so that everyone can see

3. Instructor gives following directions:

Write three short descriptions using the stapler
physical ( what it looks like ) :)

operation ( how it works )

use ( how it's used )

4. Read aloud and critique ( look especially for the
second and third descriptions to be confused )

S. Descriptions can later be turned into paragraphs,
using P-1 through P-S Handouts as guidelines

Outcome: Students must concentrate on keeping the exact instructions
in mind



i
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UNIT IV: DESCRIPTIVE WRITING (6 DAY UNIT)

1-
Dl - Adjectives and Sensory Words

D2 - Prepositions
D3 - Writing Clearly (2 days)
D4 - Writing a Memo
D5 - Writing a Letter or Complaint

C, 9
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WRITING

D1 Descriptive Writing

1. Adjectives: Use of sensory words

Handout: D1 (pages 1 & 2)

2. Write a description:

DAY 11

of machine or equipment used
of working conditions
of relation with co-workers, supervisor
of GM cafeteria food
of what the "perfect" car would look and perform like



WRITING DAY 12

D2 Prepositions

Handout D2

1. Prepositional phrases:

- Write jobs tasks using varying prepositional phrases
Nuances of meanings (near, next to, beside, by)

- How are they different?

2. Role playing of worker doing a task while others write
down what they are seeing.

3. Write a task that incorporates a prepositional phrase
and workers perform tasks.



Writing Analysis/ Opinion ( 3-4 day activity )

Objectives: To practice the process of analysis by breaking subject
into component parts

To outline ideas as a prelude to writing
To organize information
To construct well-ordered paragraphs
To organize paragraphs into a whole work
To edit for content mistakes
To proofread for mechanical mistakes

IIIMaterials: One, :-Jr more, pictures ( reproductions ) of art. works
Example A-2

Classroom dictionaries and thesauruses
Handout A-1

Procedure: 1. Discuss those elements that make up a work of art.
display on poster/ chart

Ex. -type of work ( landscape, seascape, por-
trait, still life, etc. )

medium ( oil, watercolor, ink sketch,
- use of color

composition
background of artist ( if available )

2. Students choose work of art, or study designated one'

3. Students work independently on Handout A-1

4. Students outline information in order of elements
they are including

S. Working from outline, students write first draft of
critique

6. Students edit draft, then write final draft

7. Students proofread final draft and recopy

'Outcome: Students have composed and edited their own art critique.



Language Skitts

Aatysis/Opinion/Waiting

Use the 6oZtowing questions to help anatyse a piece o$ ant (

&taming, sketch, scutpt. etc. ) Answea the questions, then u.se his iaAcA-
mation, and whatevea:othea'in6oamation you .e.t. is vatuable,to waite. you!L
caitique.

1. What 416 the titte o$ the woak, the name the at.i,st, aad whe:ze ca;i
.the aat be viewed?

2. What Lnteaesting about the aatist and hi.s/hci C itce ok pa6t?

3. When :vas the woak done? Oyez it aepae6ent any pcvit(lcuea styCe ()

" 4cho.oC " oti ant? Has this aatist been in6euenced by scffleuoc, 1,c- hcilhc
nlituenced anyone ease?

4. Desca.ibe the wonk physicatty.

5. Teee about the use o$ cotoa, shape OA AO4ffl.

6. 16 it a pictuae on scutpt, how .i s

7. 7,i it i6 a pictuae, which type is it: eaadscape, seacape, pc.1A:(1(t,
stite Ciie, oa oceneay?

L. Wilat is the mood, OA toile, iii thy' wc,11:? Hcw .1,.cs it

Al



WRITING DAY 13, 14

D3 Writing Clearly (2 day activity)

Handout D3 (pages 1-6)

1. Effective tips include:

- Avoid jargons
Descriptive language

- Brevity
- Sequence of ideas
- Verbosity



(

WRITING DAY 15

D4 Writing a Memo

Handout D4 (pages 1-3)

1. Format, Purpose:

Time saving
Convenience
Written Record

2. Workers write memos

(

(



WRITING DAY 16

D5 Writing a Letter of Complaint

Handout D5 (pages 1,2)

1. Comparison of two letters of complaint

- cause of problem
- method of solving it

2. Workers do their own



Writing Descriptive

Objective: To develop descriptive writing ability
To better describe items for Resume writing

Materials: Handouts 03-1 through 6
Handout D-6

Procedure: 1 Students review Handouts 03-1 through D3-6 for tips
in writing clearly

2. Using Handout 0-6, students work independently on the
following writing activity:

describe your job here without
title see #5

using the official

describe your yardwork at home quantitatively
see #2 - tell how much you do

( student can use interior housework, if desired)

go back over both descriptions and underline any
" jargon "

Outcome: Students practice focusing their descriptions for a purpose.



UNIT II: NOTES, LISTS, FORMS, LOGS, PROCEDURES,
DOCUMENTATION (2 DAY UNIT)

Ni - Filling out forms and role playing of form situation
(oral communication)

N2 Documentation
N3 Procedure Writing
N4 Note Taking

8



e
Writing Organizational Skill/Mapping

Objectives: To understand the underlying organization within well-
written work
To develop the ability to break down information by
mapping

To appreciate mapping as a means of better comprehending
author's purpose in written work

NEAerials: Opportunity For Skillful Reading - text pages 24 - 41

Handout M-3

Procedure: 1. Students read silently, text pages 24 - 27 ( top )

2. Using Handout. M-3, students work in small groups to
organize their own information, using the following
directions:

Subject. - " Transportation By Air "

List all appropriate means of transportation

- List details about each

3. Fit same information into Map Structure

4. Pass each group's Map around until all have seen

S. All read text pages 27-40 to reinforce

6. Check small group Maps against Summary on page 41
( each group checks another's work )

Dutcome: Mapping helps reader see the organization and hierarchy of
information in written work.



M-3 Mapping

SUBJECT: Transportation By Air

1. Means

detail
detail

2. Means

detail
detail

3. Means

detail
detail

4. Means

detail
detail

S. Means

detail
detail

Map
Main Idea

\ '---------------.

Means Means Means

[

Means Means

'Je t ils det.a
I

is tdeafls details detai s

I
1

f ____1 I ]

)

-16 o

7_ I

M3



UNIT III: OUTLINING AND SUMMARIZING (2 DAY UNIT)

01 - Outlining
02 - Summarizing

101



WRITING

01 Outlining

1. General Outlining Skills

DAY

A. (general ideas)

B.

1.
2. Details
3.

1.
2.
3.

2. Worker writes job descriptions and then categorize them
and organize them into an outline (sorting, lifting,
placing, connecting)

3. Organization of Thoughts in outline form for Paragraph
writing

1(,2



WRITING DAY 10

02 Summarizing

1. What is summarizing?

2. Handout - 02

- Listen to article, read aloud as they follow along
with own copies

- Summarize in 3 sentences
- Summary words (therefore, in conclusion, in ending)

- Summarizing for paragraph/letter writing



WRITING DAY 5

N1 Filling out Forms

1. Skills:

- Providing information (personal data, job history,
etc.)

- Interpreting a form already filled out
- Application of skill - filling out a blank form

2. Use of GM forms.

- Vacation Request
- Unemployment
- Job Application

Handouts: N1, 1-7

4



WRITING DAY 6

N2 Documentation (Intro to concept. Recording of facts &
logs)

1. Read Procedure:

- What to do when defective parts is found

2. Write:

- Documentation of defect in part (Worker)
- Supervisors written response on how to handle defect

3. Other:

- Elaborate on (N2, pg. 1)
- Visual Inspection for Packers

A. Alignment of Tape
B. Bubbles in Tape

- ex: the last two inches of tape have noticeable
bubbles

C. Finish on Part
- ex: the finish is smooth & dull in others

D. Complete Paint Coverage
E. Excessive Paint
F. Length, Mitze & Chisel
G. Width
H. Height

Handouts: N2, pg. 1, N2, pg. 2.

1(5



WRITING DAY 7

N3 Procedure Writing (Lists!! Not in paragraph form)

1. Lists of step-by-step job related task methods

2. Specific Vocabulary: (Sequence words)

3. Verbs of Activity: (related to job)

- join, connect, adhere

4. Eliminating excess words (Editing)

5. Grey Manual: ((Tool Room) p. 1-2)

- Lockout Procedure A-D
- Radial Drill Operators, p. 5,6
- Analysis of Written Procedures before writing their

own



WRITING DAY 8

N4 Note Taking

1. From: Gasoline vs. Electric: The Trade Offs are Tricky

- Content in comparison/contrast article
- Teacher orally reads article
- Students take notes
- Form list pros and cons

2. Oral Debate in class

- Students present points of view, Gas vs. Electric

1( +7



Speaking

Objectives: To practice clear, well-paced speech
To read aloud for the enjoyment of others

Materials; Copies of poem " Robinson C:ruscue "

C optional ) tape recorder

Procedure: 1. Discuss characteristics of speaking/ reading that.
is.enjoyable

Students read poem silently

3. Small groups read aloud, in term, each stanza
( tape recorded )

Outcome: Students realize that certain attributes _A' speech make
listening easier, and more enjoyable



it

ROBINSON CRUSOE'S STORY'

The night was thick and hazy
When the "Piccadilly Daisy"

Carried down the crew and captain in the sea ;
And I think the water drowned 'em ;
For they never, never found 'em,

And I know they didn't come ashore with me.

Oh ! 'twas very sad and lonely
When I found myself the only

Population on this cultivated shore;
But I've made a little tavern
In a rocky little cavern,

And I sit and watch for people at the door.

I spent no time in looking
For a girl to do my cooking,

As I'm quite a clever hand at making stews;
But I had that fellow Friday,
Just to keep the tavern tidy,

And to put a Sunday polish on my shoes.

I have a little garden
That I'm cultivating lard in,

As the things I eat are rather tough and dry;
For I live on toasted lizards,
Prickly pears, and parrot gizzards,

And I'm really very fond of beetle pie.

The clothes I had were furry,
And it made me fret and worry

When I found the moths were eating off the lair;

`OW

And I had to scrape and sand 'em,
And I boiled 'em and I tanned 'em.

Till I got the fine morocco suit I wear.

I sometimes seek diversion
In a family excursion

With the few domestic animals von see ;
And we take along a carrot
As refreshments for the parrot,

And a little can of jungleberry tea.

Then we gather, as we travel,
Bits of moss and dirty gravel,

And we chip off little specimens of stone ;
And we carry home as prizes
Funny bugs, of handy sizes,

Just to give the day a scientific tone.

If the roads are wet and muddy,
We remain at home and study,

For the Goat is very clever at a sum,
And the Dog, instead of fighting,
Studies ornamental writing,

While the Cat is taking lessons on the drum.

We retire at eleven,
And we rise again at seven;

And I wish to call attention, as I close,
To the fact that all the scholars
Are correct about their collars,

And particular in turning out their toes.
CHARMS EDWARD CANavi.

I. Practice reading the poem aloud. Try to get the swing of it, and read it with a sort of chuckle
as Carryl intended you to.

If. Think about the following. and he prepared to talk about them : (1) The funniest thing in
"Robinson Crusoe's Story," (2) The most surprising thing.

III. On tablet paper, write a story called "The Time I Dropped In on Robinson Crttsoe."

' From Davy and the Goblin, by Charles Edward Carry!. Used by permission of, and by arrange-
ment with, Houghton Mifflin Company, publishers.

NUM' Class Date



L10 - Oral Presentation (Problem with Presentation and
Interpretation)

L11 Oral Presentation (Role Playing and Active Listening)



S e611(iN16-
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L3 Oral Presentation of Job Task

- Slowly
- Clearly
- Technical words
- Sequence
- Pitch

Rate

1. Job Task Description

- Other student duplicates instructions.
- Match/evaluation
(Need small items: cups, pens, boxes, props)

2. Brainstorming

- Problems in presentation/interpretation

Handout L3 - Point of view language use
Discuss: euphemisms and tact



SP64 kING-
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L4 Oral Presentation - Role Playing, Active Listening

1. Oral Presentation

- Role Playing (Supervisor/Employee situation)
- Write script, in pairs

2. Quality Circle

- Expressing feelings on job related topics

3. Active Listening

- Clear: Needs known
- Non-threatening

Handout L4 Alliteration as a key to auditory memory

1 j 2



LISTENING

Concentrate making suite to heat the message

Acknowledge - tetting peopte know you heat, .through vetbat,
vocat., and visuat lieedback

IIIRespond giving back inicotmation: ask questions, ask 04
ctatiSication

Exetcise Emotionat Contnot intetptetation, decoding, and ptacing
vaLue judgements

Sense tistening between the tines, undenstanding the
in6etence

Stkuctune 6eedback topic: main points, tationat.e, con4,i4tancy,
sequence olc .ideas



WRITTEN/ORAL COMMUNICATION

UNIT I: LISTENING SKILLS (4 DAY UNIT)

Li - Listening Comprehension (Interview)
L2 - Listening Comprehension (Listening to Article)

1 4



WRITING DAY 1

Ll Listenina Comprehension (Interview)

1. Icebreaker Activity:

Partners (Interview for 10 minutes)
Oral Introduction of Partner
Importance of Oral Communication
Each person says his/her name and something he/she

likes. Going around the room, each person adds his own
information, but first repeats the previously said
information.

2. Characteristics of Good / Bad Listeners

Handout Ll
Write 5 characteristics of

a) a good listener
b) a good speaker

3. Role Play

Listener / Speaker situation



WRITING DAY 2

L2 Listeninq'Commrehension (Article)

Teacher reads "Big Plans for a Small Car."
Students write responses to listening comprehension
questions

Handout: L2

1 5 6



WRITING DAY 2

L2-A Listening Comprehension Questions
(Article - "Big Plans for a Small Car")

1. Who was Bob Stempel's predecessor?

2. What kind of management style will Stempel bring to GM?

3. What changes at GM did Smith introduce in the 1980's?

4. What is the product Smith considers to be his "crowning
achievement"?

5. What is different about the labor-management partnership
at Saturn?

6. What is the price range of the new line of Saturn cars?

7. What are two difficulties Saturn is likely to encounter
on its road to success?
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Rolling it out in Tennessee: Stempel, U.A.W. leader OwenBieber, Smith and LeFauve

Big Plans for a Small Car
New boss Bob Stempel aims ;o make GM's latest mode! a hit

Tnew chairman had been on the job
ft:: only a few hours. But when iig.

rang-; Robert Stempel appeared at his first
press conference as head of General Mo-

; tors last week, he left no doubt about who
I was in charge. Stemoel. 57, an engineer

whose homing baritone and engaeing
mnnner offer a stark contrast to his diffi-

dent predecessor oter Smith, immediate-
ly put into effect a top- e reorganization
of the slumping giant. Removing a layer of
executive management. he launched a cam-
paign to put decision-making power into
the hands of the automaker's eight di:i-
sions and dozens of subsidiaries.

Stempel's arrival at the top brings a
new management style to the world's larg-

est industrial corporation (1989 sales:
5126.9 billion). Though dcci we. Stempel

is 7e2ardcd as a masteun laver.
while Smith 1/4 as know 4. t au -

en.; whose temper often got the better of
The Smith years shook GM down to

its chassis. In a massive corporate restruc-
turing in the mid-1980s. Smith
changed the iohth.s. criotions
of virtually everyone in the
company. uowlITIztai all his

twi , a celi_t_wested

.Yt1Tis ot 1101 elaohigUgsl h-
no-Tiiev and robotics,

Smith spillerr estimated
S77 billion on new investment.
a spree that included the 35

billion acquisition of Hughes
Aircraft and the 52.5 billion
buyout of Electronic Data SYs-
terns. While Smith's organiza-
tional upheaval achieved in-
creases in the quality of GM's
products. it also created new
proolems. most notably a se-
ries of unexciting. look-alike
Ca; models. During the Us.
GM's share of the U.S. auto
rraNet declined from 4Mi to
as !OW 41 1990

Yet the product Smith considers to be

his golfairkg_arnent, Saturn. is just
now cading towar the marketplace. An
entirely new nameplate. Saturn is a 53 bil-
lion gamble that GM can design, build and

sell small cars to compete with Japanese
autornakers. The day before his retire-
ment, Smith fulfilled a five-year-old prom-
ise to drive the first Saturn car off the as-
sembly tine at the company's new plant in

Spring Hill. Tenn.
Saturn is the product of a unique labor-

management partnership, in which the
Uited Auto Workers uniorp_ates
in even. manazemer: Zieisislii7Siturres

437er:r7.vho were chosen trom unionized
plants across the U.S., are among the best

in the GM system. The new line of small

cars, priced in the 510,000-to-S12,000
range. a.ms at the heariatTiallional Japa-
nese strength. "We intend to be better
than Honda Civic right out of the box,"
says Saturn president Richard ("Skip")
LeFeuve. Early reviews of the car in the

automotive press have been
favorable.

Sternr:1 is starting out on
a steep urhill grade. While
its market share has re-
bounded to 36%, GM faces

growing_ rivalry tirArrtar
nese -lain trtrirrterice
and rorn innovative cros,s-
town rival. Ford. Last week
GM said its second-quarter
profits declined 36%, to
5900.1 million, compared
with the same period a year
ago. Yet the most ironic road
hazard ahead is the growing
plow of a strike

against GM plaitsirjSeptsm-
br :VITITZZidisrapt criti-
21.17irpply shipments to Sat-

urn and may cripple its early
pr action. Or S.C.Gwynwel
DP -.it

a

fr, Ateamot9i
g employees travels,

around the world tt find the .
best tutomaking ideas.

1
9eq Coleman Srogn
04 announces the

S3 billion small-car preset.
code-named Saturn.

1985
Spring Ku, Tele

v" s chosen as plan:
site. Engineering begins
in Detroit.

192a sevetwcfKing
prozotyp

phc:oeraphed by
Outset:VS on a test track.

In July, Smart
drives first produc-

tion model. Cars should ao
on sale byOr: pe.

A Trojan Horse
in Europe?
Japan's top computerfirm
bu...v a Continentalfoothold

Fyears IBM's competitors have
been doggedly pushing to break the

lock the American giant holds on the

global market for computers. Still.Big

Blue controls more than 35% of the
worldwide btsiness. far ::.,)re than any o;
its rivals. But last week Japan's leading
computer firm. Fujitsu. moved somewhat
closer to realizing the goal when it

_greed to pay S1.3 billion for an SOt
stake in International Computers Limit-
ed. Britain's leading commncr manufac-
turer. The deal, which must still be ap-
proved by the Briti.,h government. is

Japan's largest acquisition in the comput-
er industry, and will give the combined
firm almost 6% of the world markee

The takeover.wi:1 vault Fujitsu past the

U.S.'s Digital Equipment to become the

world's second ranking computer maker.

For the first time, a Japanese technology

company will control a major posi:ion on
the Continent, just in time for the integra-

tion of the European market in 1992.

Though no E.C. official has spoken against

the takeover, strong opposition may soon

be heard. Says Tim Marrable. who fellows

the computer industry for
Kleinwort Benson in To-
k-yo: "You can more or less
expect France to come out
and accuse Britain of
bringing another Japanese
Trojan horse into Ea-
rope." Analysts anticipate
a heated deflate about
whether the Community
should revoke ICL's rights 8.

to participate in E.C.-
sponsored high-tech re- Yamemeto

search projects now that
the comr'uter maker answers to a :,.panese

firm.
To blunt such objections, Takuma Ya-

mamoto, Fujitsu's chairman. announced
that IC. intends to keep its current man-

agement. Fujitsu also plans to issue ICL
shares on the London Stock Exchange

within the next five years. Still. since the

mainframe industry has become an increas-

ingly competitive, slow-growing business,

Fujitsu probably looks to (CL for some-
thing other than its capacity to simply churn

out machines. Katsumi Tstize:... an analyst

for Japan's LTCB Research institute..su.g-
gests that ICL's strongest a:traction is its

"estahlirned brand name in Europe.-
; Ft: titsu moves to stnze a greater mar-

ket share in Europe. it is likely to move CJU.

nously. though surefootedl. No one aP-
preciates that threat more than IBM.

*Or
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Listening

Objectives: To develop the habit of " attending " while listening
To concentrate for quick recall
To recall detail
To recognize hyperbole

Materials: Copy of short story ( tall tale ) " Bill Greenfield,
A Great. Liar " C Great American Folklore. Kemp P.
Battle, comp., Doubleday and Co., New York, 1986.

Procedure: 1. Discuss exaggeration, the place of the tall tale in
American Literature

2. Discuss importance of careful listening
S. Group is instructed t.o listen for exaggerations,

counting as they go
4. Share total numbers, then go through story t.o check

Outcome: Students realize that careful listening requires " attent-
tiveness."



LITERATURE AND LISTENING

" The Last Lead "

Wittiam Sidney PotteA ( 0.Henty )

QUESTIONS

1. Whene doe's .the stony take place?

2. Who was " 0.ed BehAman?" Was he 4ucce446u2?

3. Who aAe .the two main chaAacteA4 who shave the studio?

Which one is sick? With what?

4. What did the docton say was the neat. pAobtem?

5. When did the gitt pAedict she would die?

6. What was the patient/4 change oli heaAt when she saw the last tea{
had Aemained thtough the night?

7. What was BehAman14 ma4tetpiece?

8. " Fority yeaAs he had wielded .the bAu4k without getting neaA enough

.to touch the hem o6 his mi4tAe44e4 'Lobe. "

0. Henty said Old BehAman was " a liaituxe in ant."

What does the above quote mean?

L5



List.eninc

Objectives: To develop careful listening
To concentrate cm " attending "
To listen for sequence of events
Listening Comprehension

Materials: Copies of O.Henry story " The Ransom of Red Chief "
( L- 8 )

Copies of Handout L-7

*Procedure: 1. Discuss importance of listening for sequence
2. Instructor reads aloud "The Ransom, of Red Chief ",

3. Students immediately answer questions on Handout L-7
( including the listing of eight events in sequence)

4. Students check answers against their individual
copies of story

S. Groups shares lists of sequence of events

Outcome: Students enjoy listening to *.Henry while practicing listen-
ing skills, in particular, attending to events in sequence.



LITERATURE AND LISTENING

" The Ransom oi Red Chie6 "

0. Hen/1.y

1. How many kidnappeAs wene thene?

2. What was the name o6 the town?

3. Why did the kidnappens choose this pantictaat town?

4. What was the boy's liathet named?

5. De4oLibe the boy, physicatly and psychotogicatly.

6. What was the townpe&sons' 4.eaction to the disappeaxance?

7. What did the boy catZ himsaii?

8. Name on desciLibe two things the boy did to till the men's patience.

9. List eight events in the onden in which they happen in the stony.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10. What is the itonic tw.at .to the ending?

1L2



Listening

Objectives: To develop careful listening
Listening Comprehension
To listen for comparison /contrast.
To listen for detail

Materials: Copies of O.Henry story " Two Thanksgiving Day Gentle-
man " ( L- 9 )

Handout L-12

Procedure: 1. Discuss compare pointing out likenesses, and,
contrast - pointing out differences

2. Handout. L-12 students list characteristics of
two gentlemen from story, placing in correct
column, as story is read, or after

3. Instructor reads story " Two Thanksgiving Day
Gentlemen " aloud

4. Stuaents work in small groups, or pairs, to fill
in columns correctly

S. Same groups, or pairs, check work using individual
copy of the story

Outcome: Students enjoy 0. Henry story, as they practice listening
likenesses and differences.

S 12:3
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Listening

L-12 " Two Thanksgiving Day Gentlemen "

CHARACTERISTICS COMPARE CONTRAST

1.



Listening

Objectives: To de'Velop careful listening
Listening Comprehension
To listen for detail
To predict outcome

Materials: Copy of 0. Henry story " After Twenty Years " ( L-13 )

Procedure: 1. Discuss how careful listening, especially to details,
aids the listener in the ability to predict a possible
outcome

2. Students is instructed to predict the outcome of the
story when the instructor stops at a specific point
C instructor stops page 63 "...listened with in-
terest."

3. Answers are collected

4. Story is completed aloud

5. Answers are read aloud ( no names ) to see the number
of correct guesses- dis how they knew ( what.

details)

Outcome: Students enjoy O.Henry story while they practice listening
for details that lead to the prediction of an outcome.

1;-5



Listening

Object.ices: Ti:' develop careful listening
To follow oral directions

Materials: Unlined paper and pencil each student.
Copy of set of oral instructions for instructor ( L-1S )

Procedure: 1. Discuss importance of following oral directions,
especially in the workplace

2. Students use paper, pencil t.o write what is read aloud

Students compare own t.o correct copy C L-15 )

Outcome: Students realize that correct procedure depends on careful,
attentive listening.



BIBLIOGRAPHIES

1.. Curriculum Bibliography I - those books used as textbooks, books

used as references during class, teacher reference books, and teacher

instruction books submitted by Gladys E. Veitch

Curriculum and Reference Bibliography II - those books and
magazines used as teacher reference - submitted by Melanie Litt

3. Personal Enrichment Bibliography - handout for all students as a

personal reference for the future to aid them in their personal
41, enrichment. - Submitted by Carol Lewandowski and Gladys E. Veitch



BASIC LANGUAGE

MERCER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
GM CURRICULUM

BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. American Heritage Dictionary, Second College Edition. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1982.

2. Aftderson, Walter. Read With Me. Bosto%: Houghton Mifflin,
1990.

3. Apps, Jerold W. Study Skills for Those Adults Returning to
School. New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1978.

4. BerbrIch, Joan D. qyigLauhYourWahrouhGrammar. New York:
Amsco School Publications Inc., 1990.

5. Brock, Susan L. Better Business Writing. California: Crisp
Publications, 1981.

6. Cross, K. Patricia. Adults As Learners. California: Jossey-
Bass Publishers, 1981.

7. Davis, Bertha and Susan Whitfield.
Comprehension. New York: Franklin Watts,

T9X.orove Your Reading

8. Dees, Norman. Approaches To Adult Learnira New York:
Pergammon Press, 1965.

9. Dixon, Robert J. argdestUgyiscmsin English. New York:
Regents Publishing Co, Inc., 1983.

10. Gordon, Karen E. The Transitive Vampire: A Handbook of
Grammar. New York: Times Books, 1984.

11. Gross, Ronald. The Lifelong L9arner. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1977.

12. Joffe, Irwin L. Opportunity for Skillful Reading. California:
Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1991.

13. Kane, Thomas S. The New Oxford Guide to Writin New York:
Oxford University Press, 1988.

14. Knox, Al.An B. Helping Adults Learn. California: Jossey-Bass
Publishers, 1986.

15. Lewis, Norman. The New Roaet's Thesaurus. New York: G.P.
Putnam's Sons, 1978.
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16. Morris, Mary and William. Dictionary of Contemporary Usage.
Second Edition. New York: Harper Perennial, 1985.

17. New Merriam Webster Dictionary. Springfield, Massachussets:
Merriam Webster Inc. Publishers, 1989.

18. Perrin, Porter G. The Beacon Handbook. Text Edition, 1990.

19. Perrin, Porter G. The Writer's Guide and Index to English.
New Jersey: Scotts, Foresman and Co., 1959.

20. Research and Education Association. Handbook of English. New
Jersey, 1991.

21. Reynolds, Marianne C. Reading for Understanding. California:
Wadsworth Publishing, 1992.

22. Sommer, Robert F.
Jossey-Bass Publishers,

23. Tracz, Richard F.
York: Vintage Books, 1

Teaching Writing to Adults. California:
1989.

Dr. Grammar's Writes from Wrongs. New
991.

24. Verduin, John R. Jr. with
Greer. Adults Teaching Adults.

25. Webster's Dictionary of
Merriam-Webster Inc., 1989.

Harry G. Miller and Charles E.
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English Usage. Massachusetts:

Massachusetts:26. Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary.
Merriam-Webster Inc., 1985.

27. Webster's Standard American Style Manual.
Merriam-Webster Inc., 1985.

Massachusetts:

28. Wheeler, Thomas C. The Great American Writing Block. New
York: Viking, 1979.



BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCES
FOR GENERAL MOTORS

CURRICULUM

Submitted by Melanie Litt

Berbrich, J., Phd., 101 Ways to Learn Vocabulary, Ansco
School Publications, New York, New York.

.Branchaw, B., English Made Easy, 2nd ed., McGraw Hill.

Kirn, Elaine. competency-Based Grammer, Random House.

Enaliab_in Everyday Life: A Competency -Based Writing
Book, Random House.

Language and Cultvre Competency-Based
Reading/Writing Book, Random House.

and B. Bloch, Competency --jaaseglj_kstening/Speaking Book.'

Random House.

Maker, J. and M. Lenier, College Reading, Book 2, 3rd ed.,
Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont, California.

Pearson, Craig, Utitingta2211ight, Random House.

Satterwhite, M. and J. Tinervia, Developing Writing Skill,
McGraw Hill.

Business Week Magazine, May 14, 1930.

June 11, 1990.

Forbes Magazine, January 1990.

March 4, 1991.

Newsweek Magazine, October 22, 1990.

Time Magazine, February 19, 1990.

October 29, 1990.

US News & World Report Magazine, April 30, 1990.
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Bazic Language

Homewonk Packet #1

Content4:

SkiLL4:

Wotk4heet4 - Gtammang14age (9)

Spelling Wotk4heet
Reading/Compnehen4ion SampLe

Fotming conttaction4
A66itmative/Negative Sentence FOhMS
Pant oti Speech - The Antiele
1/4ing AuxiZiany Vettm
Wtiting Tag Ending4
Wniting Conci4eZy
Spetting ptactice - Wond Li4t
Vocabutaxy development Von?

Reading Samp'e
LitetaZ Compitehen4ion Que4tion4
Summatizing
Finding Main Idea
SQ3R Ptactice

. .

Falowing Ditections
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BASIC LANGUAGE

HOMEWORK PAPER #1 Vocabutany
CompAehension: titelLaT

main idea
summarty

ARTICLE: " The Nutitients A/Le Blowing in the Wind "

ASSIGNMENT: 1. Find the 4ottowing wotds Ln the anticte. Look them u;.,

in the dictionary, making a tist o4 them acid thei!L meaniKg.

apparent swath

4eptenish ecosystem

visuatize pristine

oLiticat dynamics

autiat.
Aemote

entwined phytoptankton

2. Answer the 4ottowing questions on a separate sheet o4 papa

What tWo things are scientists teaching the movement o47'

What do we cart these scieut.ists?

What 415 the main idea cq paitagaaph #2?

Name one gas that is Changing the ea!ith'S ctimate?

What the main idea o4 panacoaph H3?

What happens during violent Amazortau Aabistwims?

By t4acking these winds around the wo.ltd, chat etse hav,,

sc4entists discovered?

3: SumaAize ( tat the main idea o6 ) the entiAc aAt.icte.

3



411 Basic Language

)Homewotk Packet 02

a

Contents: Woxksheets - Gtammax/Usage
Spelling Woxksheet

Reading/Compitehension Sample

SkiZts: Using Indikect Objects
Detexmining Connect Relative

Ptonoun
Two ConztAuctionh: would A.athet

had bettut.

Fotming Negative Conttactions
Using Inde6inite Aktictes: a,an,the
Spelling Ptactiee - Wout List

Map eading/AnaZois
Summanizing

Following Ditections
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Basic Language

Homewonk Packet #3

Contents:

Skitts:

Wonksheets GnammaA/Usage
Spetting Wokksheet
Reading/Compnehension Sampte

Wxiting Concisety
Avoiding Redundancies
Undexstanding Ctiches
Using ConstAuctions:

may,say,tett
much,many,a tot o6
good,wett

Spetting Pnactice WoAds changing
the iinat "y"

Finding the Main Idea o indiv-
iduat pan.ag/Laphs, avtd
o6 whole wo412.

FoLtowing Diaections



Book Club

Objective: To reinforce reading and writing skills
To appreciate literature as a means of language commun-

ication
To build vocabulary
To foster a relaxed, positive environment in which to

build language skills
To appreciate that literature reflects life

Materials: Copies of a novel ( or several titles for small groups )

( Novels are chosen for their level of complexity and
groups can be formed accordingly )

Notebooks, with a vocabulary section

Procedure: 1. Book clubs are formed and meet 1/2 times per week
2. Each meeting has the following agenda:

vocabulary exercise ( teacher prepared ) based on
vocabulary words in assigned chapters
discussion of plot advancement, characters'

thoughts and actions
written comprehension questions ( teacher pre-
pared, can control type and level )

grammar/ usage exercise, arising out of the
assigned chapters

writing sample ( ex. descjribe a character,
explain an event, predict an outcome, etc.)

assign new chapters ( to be read at home )

Outcome: Students enjoy a social time, while reinforcing reading and
writing skills, and gaining increased appreciation for
literature


